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Summary 

The purpose of this Patient and Provider Discharge Summary toolkit is 
to support hospitals across Ontario in enhancing patient and provider 
discharge summaries from inpatient settings in accordance with 
standardized key principles. This initiative is part of Evidence2Practice 
(E2P) Ontario, a cross-sector collaborative in partnership with North York 
General Hospital, the Centre for Effective Practice, and the eHealth Centre of 
Excellence. E2P aims to improve provider experience and enhance patient 
care through digital interventions that integrate evidence and quality 
standards into frontline clinical systems, beginning with heart failure. 

This toolkit provides a complete process for reviewing current patient- 
and  provider  discharge  summaries  against  the  key  principles  of 
a quality discharge summary. The Patient and Provider Discharge 
Summary Toolkit contains a fulsome guide for identifying key principles 
and implementing new features in Health Information Systems. At the 
end of the toolkit are sample discharge summaries from North York 
General Hospital (NYGH) and St. Mary’s General Hospital, and change 
management materials for enabling behaviour change of staff involved. 

Before You Start 

Depending on the organization, this guide will be useful to Clinical 
Informaticians, and/or Project Managers who are involved in the design 
and  implementation  of  patient  and  provider  discharge  summaries. 

The implementation timeframe may vary across hospitals depending 
on available resources and state of readiness. The hospitals that 
implemented enhanced patient and provider discharge summaries went 
live within 5 months of initiation. Final discharge summaries at the end of 
this toolkit differ due to clinical workflows and localization, although both 
incorporate the key principles of a quality patient and provider discharge 
summary. Hospitals utilizing this toolkit may observe the same result. 
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Process to Outline Key Principles 

Through a review of the literature (e.g., Patient Oriented Discharge 
Summary Checklist) and consultation with the Evidence2Practice (E2P) 
Topic Expert Group, St. Mary’s General Hospital, North York General 
Hospital, and Patient Family Advisors (PFAs), key principles of a patient 
and provider discharge summary were identified.1

Patient Discharge Summary Process - Identifying and 
Implementing Key Principles 

Review patient 
discharge summary 

Agree on key principles 

Review literature on 
discharge summary best 

practices 
Identify technical and 
behavioural changes 

Gather feedback from 
PFA interviews and survey 

responses from 60 OH 
PFAs 

Gain internal approval 

Identify key principles 
of a patient 

discharge summary 

Build HIS enhancements 
and initiate change 

management strategy 

Seek feedback from Topic 
Expert Group, clinicians, 

and sites 
Implement 

http://pods-toolkit.uhnopenlab.ca/
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Provider Discharge Summary – Identifying and Implementing Key 
Principles 

Review provider 
discharge summary Agree on key principles 

Review literature on 
discharge summary best 

practices 
Identify technical and 
behavioural changes 

Identify key principles of a 
provider discharge 

summary 
Gain internal approval 

Seek feedback from Topic 
Expert Group, clinicians, 

and sites 

Build HIS enhancements 
and initiate change 

management strategy 

Make adjustments to key 
principles Implement 
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Key Principles 

The following key principles of a quality patient and provider discharge 
summary outline the crucial components of both documents. These 
elements should be incorporated in the enhanced patient and provider 
discharge summary in order to improve communication with patients and 
receiving clinicians, and enable seamless transitions in care. Note that the 
following key principles and recommendations were developed through 
the approach outlined above; hospitals may connect with local PFAs to 
ensure that enhancements are appropriate. 

Patient Discharge Summary Key Principles 

The patient discharge summary must be a comprehensive document 
with literacy appropriate instructions and patient education materials. 
A completed patient discharge summary helps patients successfully 
transition from the hospital. The following elements will need to be 
incorporated in the patient discharge summary: 

Reason for Visit/Chief Complaint/Diagnosis 
At the time of discharge, the patient should be provided with a document that 
explains why they were in the hospital.

2
The hospital stay can be an overwhelming 

time for patients, and having a clear description of the main problem and why the 
patient was in the hospital is important. 

Medication Reconciliation 
Including an updated list on new, changed, and discontinued medications with 
a rationale on what these medications are for and/or why they were changed is 
important for the patient to know upon transitioning home.3 This is consistent with 
what is being highlighted in the Patient Oriented Discharge Summary practice 
guide.1 

Follow Up Appointments 
Follow up appointments including location, date, time, and a contact number if the 
patient has any questions about the appointment enables a seamless transition 
in care

4
. In a survey, patients reported that often times it is unclear whether 

they are to call the clinic and book the appointment, or if the clinic will contact 
them. Sites are encouraged to make this distinction clear in the discharge 
summary and also during the discharge process. 

https://www.uptodate.com/con
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Guidance on How to Manage Heart Failure at Home 
When being discharged from the hospital with heart failure, there are many signs and 
symptoms that a patient needs to look out for. This education can be incorporated 
within the discharge summary, or as a separate pamphlet. According to the 
American College of Cardiology,7 some key items on their discharge checklist to 
include in your discharge documentation and to discuss with the patient are: 

• Activity level
• Dietary sodium restriction
• Fluid restriction
• Daily weight monitoring
• Assessment of peripheral edema
• List of worsening signs for decompensation
• Rationale for the change or indication of new/changed medications
• Who to call for increased weight/worsening symptoms

Provider Discharge Summary Key Principles 

The primary function of a provider discharge summary is to provide a 
complete summary of a patient’s visit and enable transitions in care by 
providing a discharge plan to receiving clinicians. This must be 
distributed in a timely manner in order to ensure a seamless transition 
to providers outside the hospital. The following elements must be 
incorporated in the provider discharge summary: 

Date of Admission and Discharge 
According to the primary care provider representatives in the E2P Topic Expert Group, 
University Health Network (UHN), and a systematic review that looked at optimizing 
the quality of hospital discharge summaries, an admission date and discharge date 
are key information to include in the provider discharge summary.8 This helps inform 
the receiving clinician on how long the patient’s length of stay was and also when 
the patient was discharged from the hospital so that subsequent follow up can be 
arranged in a timely manner. 

Primary Discharge Diagnosis 
The E2P Topic Expert Group identified that it is helpful to have one primary discharge 
diagnosis or most responsible diagnosis clearly highlighted on the discharge 
document. This is in accordance with suggestions and evidence from UHN and HIM.5, 8 

As per feedback from primary care providers, it is important to have the main 
discharge diagnosis clearly indicated in the beginning of the provider discharge 
summary. 
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1

Medication Reconciliation 
Literature consistently suggested that a full medication reconciliation is essential 
to include in the discharge summary.

 
C

 
PSO encourages physicians to include any 

changes to ongoing medications and the rationale for these changes7. This was also 
echoed by the E2P Topic Expert Group. 

Follow up Plan 
Having a clear follow up plan for the receiving clinician is crucial for a seamless 
transition in care. UHN suggests an itemized follow up plan with instructions for the 
receiving clinician, as well as a list of follow up arrangements and referrals 
scheduled/ to be scheduled.1 This is echoed by the HIM key principles and CPSO.5,6 

Significant Lab, Diagnostic Imaging, and Pertinent Results 
Including labs, diagnostic imaging, and pertinent results that are related to the 
patient’s heart failure diagnosis and stay in the hospital can help the receiving clinician 
better understand the admission, care provided, and patient’s post discharge needs.6

As per the E2P Ontario Topic Expert Group, labs relating to renal function, potassium, 
sodium, and the patient’s weight upon discharge are key indicators of a patient’s 
condition upon discharge. 

It is beneficial for the follow up care providers to be aware of relevant lab, DI, and 
pertinent results for a seamless transition to home. The recommendation is to only 
include the significant content from these reports to reduce content fatigue. 
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Implementing Changes to a Patient and Provider 
Discharge Summary in Cerner 

Modifications were made to NYGH’s patient and provider discharge 
summaries to better align with the key principles. See below for guides 
on how different elements of the patient and/or provider discharge 
summaries were modified in Cerner to incorporate the key principles and 
other feedback. Please note, you may find that your organization already 
has certain key principles embedded within your discharge summary 
templates. 

Design Changes to Reference Templates 

The Reference Templates were reconfigured based on feedback from 
consultations with topic experts, providers, and Patient Family Advisors. 

Modifications to the Patient Discharge Summary 

Reason for Visit/Chief Complaint/Diagnosis 
• Existing – no changes were implemented

Medication Reconciliation 
• Populated discharge medications in a table format, which is printed out on a

separate page for patient use
• Added page break before and after the medication table in the HTML

reference template

Follow Up Appointments 
• Existing – no changes were implemented

Guidance on How to Manage Heart Failure at Home 
• Added discharge weight using a Bedrock smart template that pulls last charted

weight within the last 72 hours
• Using Knowledge Editor (SCDKE.exe), a congestive heart failure discharge

instructions dot phrase was created to support clinicians in providing
standardized discharge instructions
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Modifications to the Provider Discharge Summary 

Date of Admission and Discharge 
• Included a section that displays the anticipated discharge date/time using a

Bedrock smart template that pulls the Discharge Patient order

Primary Discharge Diagnosis 
• Added a free-text Primary Discharge Diagnosis section to clearly indicate the

main discharge diagnosis for receiving providers

Medication Reconciliation 
• Existing – no changes were implemented

Follow Up Plan 
• Re-labelled post discharge follow up title to clearly indicate follow up plan

Significant Lab, Diagnostic Imaging and Pertinent Results 
• Added discharge weight using a Bedrock smart template that pulls last charted

weight within the last 72 hours

Use of Cerner Smart Templates and Custom CCL Script 

In addition to ensuring that the patient and provider discharge 
summaries include the key principles, the clinical informatics team also 
made other enhancements based on feedback from stakeholders 
engaged, such as patients, primary care providers, and the Topic Expert 
Group. 

The addition of a “Dynamic Documentation Group” allows providers to 
generate patient and provider discharge summaries with one-click. As a 
result, it enables efficient clinical workflows. This one-click feature 
creates two versions of the discharge summaries, which offer an 
overview of the hospital visit and pertinent instructions. 

Here is how to configure it: 
• Create “Dynamic Documentation Groups” from within Bedrock
• Please note: To populate data into both notes using documentation

components within the mPage workflows, the provider discharge
summary should always be populated first.
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Increase font size 

This modification helps ensure that the patient discharge summary 
meets accessibility requirements. 

• Increased font size in the patient discharge summary from within the
HTML reference template

Rearrange content within the HTML reference templates 

Rearranged the patient discharge summary content to ensure that all 
post-discharge related information is populated first. 

Replace Cerner “Care Team” with custom CCL 

Replaced original Cerner “Care Team” EMR content codes with custom 
CCL to only pull family physician and attending physician names in both 
patient and provider discharge summaries. 

Two column view for the Provider Discharge Summary 

Reduced the number of pages as a response to feedback received 
from the topic expert group 
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Use of Cerner smart templates and Custom CCL Scripts 

Existing patient information can be pulled into the discharge 
summaries using Cerner smart templates and custom CCL scripts, 
thereby facilitating provider workflow. Cerner smart templates can be 
created from within Bedrock, which is a standard Cerner build tool. In 
contrast, patient information that is not available through Bedrock, or 
any specific display of data will require custom CCL scripts to be 
developed locally. 

Bedrock Smart Templates: 
1. Goals of Care – pulls goals of care discussion, illness understanding

and wishes, and care team treatment plan recommendation from
Goals of Care PowerForm

2. Anticipated Discharge Date and Disposition – pulls in details from
“Discharge Patient” order

3. Last Charted Weight from Last 72 Hours
4. Specific Labs from Last 24 Hours

Patient Discharge Summary 

Content Type Technical Content for HTML Reference Templates 
Patient Discharge Instructions <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 

dd:contenttype="PATCARE_MEAS" 
dd:referenceuuid="A85DDAD1-9681-4B4C-AFD2-
6ADBC2728A82"></div> 

Follow Up Appointment(s) <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="FOLLOW_UP" 
dd:referenceuuid="9DC024E8-603C-4A6A-83EA-
8A96FE7EB9D2"></div> 

NYGH Scheduled Appointment(s) <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 
dd:contenttype="FUTURE_APPTS" 
dd:referenceuuid="18AF1EC5-77AB-4303-B720-
E0006FBFA22F"></div> 

Medications <div class="ddemrcontent" style="padding-top: 4px;" 
dd:contenttype="MEDS_REC" dd:referenceuuid="B68EEB7D-
FA90-41DC-A742-87E340AC0EB9"></div> 

Reason for Your VIsit <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 
dd:contenttype="CC_RFV" dd:referenceuuid="F2202DCE-
7F67-4EFC-8887-151BD1E46A7D"></div> 
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Your Diagnosis <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 
dd:contenttype="DIAGNOSES" dd:referenceuuid="FFCB05BC-
75F9-43F7-8803-0449F065168B"></div> 

Chronic Problems <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 
dd:contenttype="PROBLEMS" dd:referenceuuid="66F11D45-
0330-4776-ADBD-191B95334FAB"></div> 

Procedures Performed <div class="ddemrcontent" style="margin-top: 8px;" 
dd:contenttype="PROCEDURES" 
dd:referenceuuid="C68EB625-91A3-4988-AEE4-
E1DF38426B94"></div> 

Allergies <div class="ddemrcontent" style="padding-top: 4px;" 
dd:contenttype="ALLERGIES" dd:referenceuuid="1446A201-
FD91-4A82-B645-306DC948DC48"></div> 

Immunization this Visit <div class="ddemrcontent" style="padding-top: 4px;" 
dd:contenttype="IMMUNZTNS_V2" 
dd:referenceuuid="4C8BA0DA-6B38-4D47-B74E-
A498CD916643"></div> 

Additional Pertinent Results <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="LABS_V2" 
dd:linkedrefresh="TESTS" dd:querybyfilter="false" 
dd:referenceuuid="F00A1650-AE55-4CC2-A86C-
C8262A21A4A1"></div> 

Education Materials <div class="ddemrcontent" style="padding-top: 4px;" 
dd:contenttype="PATIENT_ED" dd:patedprovider="false" 
dd:referenceuuid="F3707019-8923-4277-873D-
978A44984AFB"></div> 

Provider Discharge Summary 

Content Type Technical Content for HTML Reference Templates 
Problems <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="PROBLEMS" 

dd:referenceuuid="40FD47F5-E31A-4099-BA81-
F5632CEA5A63"></div> 

Procedure(s) <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="PROCEDURES" 
dd:referenceuuid="C68EB625-91A3-4988-AEE4-
E1DF38426B94"></div> 

Allergies <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="ALLERGIES" 
dd:referenceuuid="1446A201-FD91-4A82-B645-
306DC948DC48"></div> 
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Immunization This Visit <div class="ddemrcontent" 
dd:contenttype="IMMUNZTNS_V2" 
dd:referenceuuid="4C8BA0DA-6B38-4D47-B74E-
A498CD916643"></div> 

Last Charted Vitals & 
Measurement 

<div class="ddemrcontent" 
dd:contenttype="PATCARE_MEAS" 
dd:referenceuuid="807F87CA-7318-455B-BC24-
F1C6590A1F77"></div> 

Additional Pertinent Lab Results <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="LABS_V2" 
dd:linkedrefresh="TESTS" dd:querybyfilter="false" 
dd:referenceuuid="F00A1650-AE55-4CC2-A86C-
C8262A21A4A1"></div> 

Medications <div class="ddemrcontent" style="padding-top: 4px;" 
dd:contenttype="MEDS_REC" dd:referenceuuid="B68EEB7D-
FA90-41DC-A742-87E340AC0EB9"></div> 

Patient Discharge Instructions <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="ORDERS" 
dd:referenceuuid="B1D1D27B-716E-4086-91CF-
28162368C22F"></div> 
<div class="ddemrcontent" 
dd:contenttype="PATCARE_MEAS" 
dd:referenceuuid="A85DDAD1-9681-4B4C-AFD2-
6ADBC2728A82"></div> 

Follow Up Instructions <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="FOLLOW_UP" 
dd:referenceuuid="9DC024E8-603C-4A6A-83EA-
8A96FE7EB9D2"></div> 

Scheduled Appointments <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="FUTURE_APPTS" 
dd:referenceuuid="18AF1EC5-77AB-4303-B720-
E0006FBFA22F"></div> 

Education Materials <div class="ddemrcontent" dd:contenttype="PATIENT_ED" 
dd:referenceuuid="6C65333F-90F4-4D39-9943-
D81B02F4157A"></div> 
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Local Customizations 

These CCL Scripts can be downloaded, and will require a programmer to 
configure. Note: If you are viewing this document on Adobe Acrobat, open the 
Attachments tab to download the .txt files of the CCL scripts. 

The following custom CCL can be utilized to pull the below: 
1. Age: nygh_pfs_age_10068196

2. Family Physician Name: nygh_pfs_famdoc_122809069

3. Admission Date (month/date/time/format): nygh_pfs_admit_date_

time_100378816
click to 
download txt 
files 

4. Encounter Type: znygh_pfs_end_type_10068421

5. Attending Physician Name: nygh_mrd_attending_doc_128137255

6. Wound Care and Dressing Change Order: mrd_woundcare_

dresschange_st_153737803

7. Resuscitation Order: mrd_resus_status_st_158518127

*Note: If you are viewing this document on Adobe Acrobat, open the Attachments tab to download the materials 
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Patient and Provider Discharge Summary Samples 
– Change Management Tools

The following section contains change management tools that can be 
used to support implementation and initiate behaviour change. These 
include a guide to the key principles, and annotated sample discharge 
summaries from NYGH and St. Mary’s General Hospital. These materials 
encapsulate the full scope of the work involved in enhancing the patient 
and provider discharge summary. Along with incorporating the key 
principles and feedback from the consultations directly into the HIS, 
certain enhancements made were non-technical in nature. These include 
readability and accessibility assessments to ensure that the discharge 
summaries effectively improve patient and provider experience. 

Please note that these are only sample documents included for reference. 
Hospital sites undertaking this work may produce different versions of 
patient and provider discharge summaries due to clinical workflows and 
localization. 

• Key Principles of a Patient and Provider Discharge Summary
• NYGH Annotated Patient and Provider Discharge Summaries
• St. Mary’s General Hospital Annotated Provider Discharge Summary

In addition to the patient and provider discharge summary, the following 
discharge materials are provided to patients prior to leaving the hospital. 
These materials provide patients with instructions for managing heart 
failure at home, and indicate the patient’s weight prior to discharge. 
• St. Mary’s General Hospital Heart Failure Booklet

*Note: If you are viewing this document on Adobe Acrobat, open the Attachments tab to download the materials 



Key Principles of a Patient and 
Provider Discharge Summary 

This one-page guide to the key principles of a patient and provider 
discharge summary outlines enhancements to the discharge planning 
process. It contains a master list of the suggested modifications to the 
discharge summary based on the methodology presented above. 
Clinician leaders socializing enhancements to the discharge summary 
can distribute this guide to teams. In doing so, they can improve clinical 
workflows and transitions in care. 

Please note that these key principles are presented as recommendations. 
Hospitals undertaking this process to enhance their patient and provider 
discharge summary can create a tailored version based on the specific 
enhancements adopted. 



Reason for Visit, Chief 
complaint, or Primary Diagnosis 

Patient should know why they 
were in the hospital 

Medication Reconciliation 

Up-to-date list on new, changed, 
and discontinued medication 

Follow up Appointments 

Scheduled appointments, 

appointments to be scheduled, and 
contact information 

Guidance on How to Manage 
Condition at Home 

Activity level 

Dietary sodium restriction 

Fluid restriction 

Daily weight monitoring 
Assessment of peripheral edema 

List of warning signs for 

decompensation 

Rationale for the change and 

indication of 
new or changed medications 

Who to call for worsening symptoms 

Date of Admission and 
Discharge 

Primary Discharge Diagnosis 

Medication Reconciliation 

Up-to-date list on new, changed, 

and discontinued medication 

Follow up Plan 

Include follow up for patient and 
instructions for receiving clinician 

Significant Lab, DI, and 
Pertinent Results 

Renal function, sodium, potassium 

weight 

General Reminders for All Teams 
Provider discharge summaries should be completed by the discharging clinician within 48h 
All patients should receive a patient discharge summary before leaving the hospital 
You can create a patient discharge summary and provider discharge summary at the same 
time 

Key Principles of a Patient 
Discharge Summary 

Key Principles of a Provider 
Discharge Summary 



Annotated Patient and Provider 
Discharge Summaries 

The following section contains sample discharge summaries from NYGH 
and St. Mary’s General Hospital. The enhanced patient and provider 
discharge summaries implemented in both hospitals are a product of the 
methodology provided in this toolkit. Both sets of discharge summaries 
are annotated with directions for discharging clinicians. 

Please note that these discharge summaries from NYGH and St. Mary’s 
General Hospital are provided as samples. Hospitals enhancing their 
discharge summaries may produce tailored versions based on the 
specific functionalities of Health Information Systems in use, as well as 
clinical workflows. 



BEFORE YOU PROCEED 
Step-by-step directions can be found 
in the Checklist for Creating Patient 
and Provider Discharge Summary. 
Access it on the NYGH clinician portal. 

Click here 
(NYGH staff only) 

Use the .cardo_CHF 
Instructions dot phrase 
to add general 
instructions for patients 
and attach them to the 
discharge summary. 

Use the Follow Up Widget to add all follow up 
appointments to the discharge summary. 
Add the purpose of each appointment in the 
comment field. 

http://eric.nygh.on.ca/is1/is_pub/zeCare_Process_Documents_Clin_Portal/eCare%20Process%20Page/_Tips%20%26%20Tricks%20PHYSICIAN/ClinDoc%20Basic%20-%20DYNDOC%20-%20Checklist%20for%20Creating%20Patient%20and%20Provider%20Discharge%20Summaries.pdf


With When Contact Information 

4001 Leslie Street 
Toronto, ONTARIO M2K IEl 
(416) 756-6978

Additional Instructions: Clinic will contact pt for appointment. Echocardiogram will need to be completed 
prior to appointment. 

NYGH Scheduled Appointment(s) 
Below is a list of your follow up appointments at North York General Hospital that have been booked 

Appointment Type When Where Contact Information 

CR Echocardiography 10/31/2022 08:15 General Division 

This confidential hospilal visil summary was provided to the palienlltamily/caregiver at time ot hospital departure. Elements of 111is report were generatedusing 
electronic technology, including peech recognition. If you have any concerns regardtng 111e accuracy of this report please call 416-756-6511. 

SHIN, Mr. DEMO - 8074525 Page 2 of 8 



Ensure that you complete the 
Medication Reconciliation. 

Fill out the Additional 
Instructions to 
communicate why 
medications have 
changed. 



Fill out the Reason 
for Visit so the 
patient knows why 
they were in the 
hospital. 

Use the Problem 
List to select the 
patient's 
diagnoses. 

Include the laboratory 
results that are 
relevant to the 
patient's condition. 



Cardiac/Endocrine 

TSH: 2.5 (09/27/22 08:47:44) 
ll.iver Function
ALT: 70 U/L High (09/27/22 08:47:39)
AST: 20 U/L (09/27/22 08:47:46)

Pertiinent Results 

Selected Notes and Imaging Results 

Chest PA and lateral: 

Borderline cardiiomeg,aly with no evidence of failure. 

Healing fracture of the left second rib. 

Chronic scarring in the lung bases with no definite evidence of acute airspace disease 

Opinion: 

NII acute [1)

This confidential hospital visit surrmary was provided to the patient/family/caregiver at lime or hospital departure. Elements of this report were generated using 
electronic technology, including speech recognition. If you have any ooncerns regarding the acouracy of this report please call 416-756-6511. 

SHIN, Mr. DEMO - 8074525 Page 5 of 8 



Use the Patient Education component to 
add the Heart Failure Zones educational 
handout for patients. 
Note: this handout is only an example. 



(1] Chest AP/ Latera'I; Bass, Arthur 08/18/2022.07:47 

Completed Action List: 
* Perform by Test, P3 NYGH Physician Cardiollog1ist on 2022 September 27 10:08

* Sign by Test, P3 NYGH Physician Cardiologist on 2022 September 27 10:08

* VERIIFYby Test, P3 NYGH Physician Cardiologist on 2022 September 27 10:08

Thi,sconfidential hospital visit summary was provided to the palienllfamily/caregiver at time of hospital departure. Elements of this report were generated using 
electronic technology, indlu.ding speech recognition. II you have any concerns regardingIJhe .accuracy ohf 

SHIN, Mr. DEMO- 8074525 

is report please call 416-756-65111.  

Page 8 of 8 



BEFORE YOU PROCEED 
Step-by-step directions can be found 
in the Checklist for Creating Patient 
and Provider Discharge Summary. 
Access it on the NYGH clinician portal. 

Click here 

Clearly indicate the 
patient's primary diagnosis. 

Provide an accurate 
Anticipated Discharge 
Date. If the actual 
discharge date/time has 
changed, add a new 
Anticipated Discharge Date 
with a reason if significant. 

Use the Problem 
List to select the 
patient’s 
diagnoses. 

Include an itemized 
discharge plan that 
clearly indicates 
which receiving 
clinician is following 
up with what. 

Tag only relevant and pertinent 
selected notes and imaging results. 
Avoid tagging entire reports. 

Check the automatically 
pulled selected lab results 
and ensure that the 
relevant labs are included. 

http://eric.nygh.on.ca/is1/is_pub/zeCare_Process_Documents_Clin_Portal/eCare%20Process%20Page/_Tips%20%26%20Tricks%20PHYSICIAN/ClinDoc%20Basic%20-%20DYNDOC%20-%20Checklist%20for%20Creating%20Patient%20and%20Provider%20Discharge%20Summaries.pdf


The Medication 
Reconciliation you 
completed will be 
pulled into both the 
patient and provider 
discharge summaries. 

Fill out the Additional 
Instructions to 
communicate why 
medications have 
changed. 



Use the .cardo_CHF Instructions dot 
phrase to add general instructions 
for patients and attach them to the 
discharge summary. 

Use the Follow Up Widget to add all follow up 
appointments to the discharge summary. 
Add the purpose of each appointment in the 
comment field. 



,:;PRIVATE AND CONF.IDENTIAL* 

If you are not tbe int-ended recipient of this document, please contact NYGH immediately at 416-756-6207 

ORTH 
YORK 
GENERAL 

4001 Lesllie Street 

Toronto. Ontario M2K lEI 
Attend MD: Thst,P3 NYGH Physician Cardiologist 

Discharge Documentation 

Diis.clJ.. Date: 

With I Whcm Contact Information 

I 
Toronto, ONTARIO IM:2K 1E1 

(416),756-6978 

Additional Instructions: Clinic will contact pt for appointment Eohocardiogram will need to be completed prior to appointment. 

Scheduled Ag intments 

Appointment Type When Where Contact lnforD1ation 

CR Echocardiography 10/31/:2022 08:115 General Division 

[1] Ches! AP I Lateral; Bass, Air1Jhur 08/18/2022 07:47

Eleatronioally Signed By: Test,.P3 NYGH Physician Cardiologist 

On: 09/27/2022. 09:07 

The family physician on record will automatically receive a copy of/his report. 

PLEASE NOTE: Elements of thjs report were generated using electronic technology including speech .recognition. 

RRID:  25414835 

Patient : SHIN, Mr. DEMO MRN: 8074525 

DOB/Age/Sex: 8122/1975 47 years Male HCN: 0123123123 

Visit'Iype: Inpatient FIN: 0008183318 

Family MD: VeJshi Nash Admit Date: 9f20/'11J'l2 



Use the Patient Education 
component to add the 
Heart Failure Zones 
educational handout for 
patients. 
Note: this handout is 
only an example. 



Clearly indicate 
the patient's 
discharge 
diagnosis. 

Include only 
the laboratory 
results that 
are relevant. 

Tag only relevant and 
pertinent selected 
notes and imaging 
results. Avoid tagging 
entire reports. 



Include an itemized 
discharge plan that 
clearly indicates 
which receiving 
clinician is following 
up with what. 

Use the Problem 
List to select the 
patient's 
diagnoses. 

Use the Follow Up component to add 
follow up appointments. Include the 
purpose in the comment field. 



Ensure you complete the 
Medication Reconciliation. 

Fill out the Additional 
Instructions to 
communicate why 
medications have 
changed. 

The Medication Reconciliation you 
completed will be pulled into both 
the discharge summary and the 
patient’s discharge instructions. 
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What is Heart Failure? 
 


The heart “fails” when the heart muscle is weak and has trouble pumping 
blood through the body. (This is called “systolic heart failure”.) The heart 
also “fails” when the muscle has trouble relaxing, and this builds up the 
pressure from the blood inside the heart and back into the lungs. (This is 
called “diastolic heart failure”.) When the heart does not pump blood 
properly, the blood and fluid can collect in various areas of the body where 
they can cause swelling (edema). You may notice puffiness or swelling 
around your stomach, or in your ankles or feet. It may also collect in your 
lungs and cause you to feel short of breath. 
 


♥ Over time, the degree of heart failure usually gets worse. Your 
symptoms may appear, then disappear for a while, and then 
reappear again later on. This can happen very quickly or gradually 
over a long period of time. 


 
♥ Heart failure can be managed successfully, but it cannot be cured. 


 
 


What Causes Heart Failure? 
 


Heart failure usually occurs because of other heart problems such as a 
heart attack, high blood pressure, disease of the heart valves, or a birth 
defect. It can also be caused by a viral infection or drinking large amounts 
of alcohol.  


       
How May I Feel? 
 


Heart failure can range from mild to severe. When heart failure develops, 
you may experience some or all of these symptoms: 
 


 Shortness of breath with activity 


 Feeling tired from hardly any effort 


 Sudden weight gain (2-5 pounds or more in 1-2 days) 


 Swelling of the legs, ankles or feet 


 Swelling or pain around the stomach 


 Trouble sleeping unless you are propped up on 2 pillows or more 


 Frequent, dry cough (common when lying down) 


 Loss of appetite 
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What is the Treatment for Heart Failure? 
 
You are the most important person in managing your heart failure. You can 
prevent or reduce the number of hospital visits related to heart failure. 
When symptoms of heart failure are found early and treatment is started, a 
person can lead a more normal life.  


 


 
How can I Improve Things?    
 
1.  Check your weight daily. 
 
A sudden weight gain is a sign that the kidneys 
are holding salt and water in the body. This will 
make your symptoms worse. A sudden tightening 
in the way your shoes, belt or your rings fit could 
also be a sign that you are holding extra water. 
Weigh yourself first thing every morning after 
urinating and before eating. 


 
Record your weight on a calendar or in a book. A one to two pound weight 
change from day to day is normal. If you have a weight gain of 3 pounds 
in 24 hours or 5 pounds in one week, it is likely due to extra fluid rather 
than fat.  
 
Call your doctor so that he or she can give you directions on how to get 
rid of the extra fluid before the symptoms get worse. 


 


 If you are a Heart Function Clinic patient, you should follow the 
directions given to you by the Clinic staff. 
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2.  Take your medication(s). 
 
Taking the medication(s) that are prescribed for you is 
a very important part of controlling heart failure.  They 
help your heart in two main ways: 


♥ They reduce the amount of work the heart 
has to do to pump blood; or, 


♥ They strengthen the heart’s pumping action. 


 
For each of your medications, you should know: 


♥ The name(s) of your medication 
♥ What it is used for (purpose) 
♥ How much you should take (dose) 
♥ How often you should take it (frequency) 
♥ The main side effects 
 


Be sure to provide a complete list of your medications to all healthcare 
professionals. Since some drugs should not be used together, it is 


important that they know all the medications you are taking. 
 


Check with your pharmacist, nurse, or doctor when buying any over-the-
counter medicines (such as pain pills, antacids, herbals and laxatives). 
Some of these may affect your heart medications. 
 
(Go to page 13 to learn more about the types of medications that are used 
to treat Heart Failure.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3.  Watch your salt (sodium) intake. 
  
 


      
 
 
 
       


Sodium attracts water and makes the body hold on to 
fluid. This increases the workload of your heart.  
 
Limit your salt intake to no more than 2300 mg of 
sodium per day. 
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Tips to Cut the Salt Out of your Diet 
 
 


Replace the salt shaker  


• Remove the salt shaker from the table. 


• Replace with salt free seasonings like pepper, Mrs. Dash®, McCormick’s 
No Added Salt Herb Shaker®. You can also make your own spice 
mixtures. 


• Check with your physician before taking a salt substitute (e.g. No Salt, 
Half SaltTM). These products contain potassium and should be avoided 
by some people. 


 
 


Prepare meals without salt 


• Experiment with herbs, sodium free 
spices, powders (garlic, onion, 
celery) fresh garlic, lemons, and 
limes to add flavour to foods. 
 
 


Limit added sauces and condiments when cooking 


• Use lower sodium condiments like: 


Tomato Paste          All Natural Nut Butters       Vinegar 
Tabasco Sauce     Sour Cream 


• Limit these sodium containing condiments: 


BBQ Sauce       Teriyaki          Steak sauce 
Chili sauce        Taco Sauce         Worcestershire 
Ketchup        Mustard 


• Avoid high sodium condiments like: 


Seasoned Salts        Bouillon          Soy Sauce 
Sea Salt        Kosher Salt         Garlic Salt  
Onion Salt               Celery salt 
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Prepare meals from scratch 
 


Whenever possible, prepare meals at home using: 
 


Whole Grain, High Fibre Options: 


Choose:  


▪ Whole wheat or multigrain pasta 


▪ Brown or wild rice 


▪ High fibre cereals (Look for 4 grams of fibre 
or more per serving on the label.) 


▪ Whole grain breads, buns, pitas, English 
muffins and tortilla. Read the labels and choose whole grains with less 
than 200 mg of sodium per serving.  


 


     Fruits and Vegetables 


     Choose: 


• Fresh, frozen, or canned vegetables with  
“No Salt Added” 


• Fruits and vegetables are naturally high  
in fibre. Choose these often throughout  
the day.  


 
 
     Milk Products 


     Choose: 


▪ Low fat dairy products with less than 2% milk fat 
(M.F.) 


▪ Limit low fat cheese (M.F. 20% or less) to 2 oz. 
every other day. 


       
      Meat and Alternatives 


Choose: 


• Lean meats, poultry and fish 


• All natural nuts butters, unsalted nuts and  


 seeds 


• Dried beans, peas, lentils or “No Salt  
 Added” canned beans 
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Red Light = More than 15%  


  (or over 400 mg)  
 


Stop! This food is too high in 
sodium. 
 
 


Yellow Light = Between 9 –15%  


        (or 200 – 400 mg) 
 
Caution! Carefully monitor portion 
sizes to avoid eating too much 
sodium. 
 


Green Light = Between 0 – 8%  


       (or below 200 mg) 
         


Go! This is a low sodium food. 


• Avoid processed and convenience foods such as:  
 


Canned soups, frozen TV dinners, pre-prepared pasta and rice 
mixes, cheese slices and spreads 


• Avoid processed meats such as: 
 


Bacon  Ham               Sausages       Hot dogs 
Deli meats          Beef/turkey jerky    Liverwurst  


All breaded, battered or seasoned meats/fish 


 


• Be aware of labels with claims of “Reduced Sodium or Lower 
Sodium”. These products may still contain high amounts of sodium.  


 


Check the Nutrition Facts Label for Sodium    


 
 


What to look for on a label: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


Keep your 
intake of 
sodium to 
less than 
2300 mg 
per day. 
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Snack wisely 
 


Choose: 


• Fresh fruits and vegetables 


• All natural nut butters on low sodium crackers, apple, banana, or celery 


• Low fat yogurt with fruit 


• 1/4 cup of unsalted nuts, seeds  


• Low sodium popcorn (air popped or made on the stove top without 
added salt) 


• Avoid salty snacks like corn chips, potato chips, pretzels, salted nuts 
and seeds, pickles and olives 


 


Save eating out for special occasions 
 


• When you do eat out, request that the chef prepares your food without 
added salt. Ask for all sauces, dressings and condiments to come “on 
the side”. 


 
 
 
 


4. Manage your fluids. 
 
 
When the body holds on to more fluid, the heart has to 
work harder. Limiting your fluid and salt intake decreases 
the amount of fluid that builds up. 


 
               
 


In 1 day (24 hours) use up to:  2.0 L / 8 cups / 64 ounces of fluid 
   


 
 


A fluid is anything that becomes a liquid at room 
temperature. 
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These are examples of fluid and they must be counted as part of your daily 
fluid intake. 
 
 Water 
 Tea or Coffee 
 Milk, Cream 


Fruits that are juicy such as grapes and oranges 
 Juice, Fruit Drinks 
 Juice from canned fruit 


Soup 
 Soft Drinks 
 Jell-O 
 Ice cream, Sherbet 
 Popsicles 
 Alcoholic Drinks 
 Liquid Nutrition Supplements (Ensure, Boost…) 
 


 
1 cup = 8 fluid ounces = 250 ml. 


 
 


Remember to keep track of how much fluid you drink. 
 


• Measure it – Use measuring cups to help you keep track of how 
much you’ve had to drink.  


o Measure how much liquid your everyday drinking glasses, 
mugs and soup bowls hold. This will help you plan your fluid 
intake for the day. 


 


• Write it down – Post paper on the fridge and write down every time 
you have a drink. Use a daily Fluid Log like the one shown on p. 11 
to help you monitor your fluid intake. 
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Here are some other helpful tips for managing your fluid 
intake: 
 


• Use small cups or glasses. 


• Learn to sip fluids slowly. 


• Plan ahead! Make sure to spread your fluid intake throughout the day. 


• If possible, swallow your pills with meals or use soft food like 
applesauce.  Check with your doctor to make sure your pills can be 
taken with food. 


• Avoid salt and salty foods. 


• Brush your teeth often. 


• Rinse your mouth with water, but do not swallow it. 


• Lemon wedges, hard sour candies, chewing gum and breath mints may 
help moisten your mouth. 


 


Fluid Log 
 


  Date: ____________________                     Weight:  ___________ 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
If you have any questions about these salt and fluid tips, 
please call the St. Mary’s Hospital Clinical Dietitians at: 


 


(519) 749-6578, Extension: 1204 


Time 


 


Amount 


  
8:00 am 


 
1 cup coffee 
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5. Avoid alcohol.  
 


 


Alcohol decreases the ability of the heart to pump. 
People, whose cause of heart failure is too much   
alcohol consumption, must stop drinking completely. 


 


 


 
6. Manage constipation. 
 
Some of your medicines (such as diuretics or “fluid” pills), reduce the 
amount of fluid in your body.  You may also have to restrict the amount of 
fluid that you drink. Both of these factors can lead to constipation, which 
can be a problem because it causes more strain on your heart.  You can 
avoid constipation by increasing the fibre in your diet. Please refer to page 
7 for tips on how to add fibre to your diet. 
 
Please Note - If you have kidney problems, choosing high fibre and whole 
grains may not be recommended. Please consult your renal dietitian for 
more information. 


 
 


 


7. Exercise.   
 


Regular physical activity can help to 
improve your energy level and reduce 
your symptoms. The amount of exercise 
you should do can be different for each 
person. Discuss with your doctor about 
which exercise program is best for you.  
 


♥ Do not exercise right after you eat 
a meal.  
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8. Rest. 
 
After any period of activity, it is important to allow your 
heart to rest and “catch up” with the body’s demands 
on it.  Rest is also important after meals.  Resting does 
not have to be sleeping.  It can be a quiet time of 
listening to music, relaxing or reading. 


       


• Choose a position that is comfortable 


• Raise your feet and legs 


• Support your back and head 
 


Saving up energy for the activities you plan to do in the next day or the next 
week can really help your heart.  If you have a big job to do, or a long day 
away from home planned, do only one part of a task at a time.  Allow 
yourself rest periods between each part. 


 
Now that you have learned what you can do to help manage 
your heart failure, the next section will tell you more about 
the types of medications that are used to treat heart failure. 


 
Medications Used to Treat Heart Failure 
 
There are eight common types of drugs for treating heart failure.  A 
combination of these medications may be prescribed to you to help 
improve the function of your heart.  These medications should be on target 
doses to help improve your heart.  You may be on lower doses of the 
medication when you are first given them and slowly the dosages will be 
increased to help improve your heart.  The four common medications used 
to help with systolic heart failure are labeled with *. 
 


1. Renin angiotensin pathway medications* 
2. Beta-Blockers* 
3. Aldosterone Antagonists* 
4. Sodium Glucose Co-Transporter-2 inhibitors (SGLT-2 inhibitors)* 
5. Diuretics 
6. Ivabradine 
7. Digoxin 
8. Hydralazine/Isosorbide Dinitrate 
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1. Renin angiotensin pathway medications  
 
There are 3 different classes of medications that work on this pathway.  
You should only be on one of these medications at a given time.  This 
group of medication can help people with heart failure live longer. They 
decrease the symptoms of heart failure and increase your ability to be more 
active. 


 
A.  Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Inhibitors (ACE 


inhibitors) 
 


Generic Name    Brand Name    
Lisinopril     Prinivil, Zestril 
Perindopril     Coversyl 
Ramipril     Altace 


 
B.  Angiotensin II Receptor Blockers (ARB) 


 
Generic Name    Brand Name    
Candesartan    Atacand 
Valsartan     Diovan 
Telmisartan    Micardis 
Irbesartan     Avapro 
Losartan     Cozaar 


 
These are often used for people who cannot tolerate an ACE Inhibitor.  
They do not cause the cough that can happen with ACE Inhibitor 
 


C.  Angiotensin II Receptor Blockers Neoprilysin Inhibitor 
(ARNI) 


 
Generic Name    Brand Name    
Sacubitril/Valsartan   Entresto 


 
This is a combination of 2 medications (ARB and neprilysin Inhibitor).  They 
help your body get rid of excess fluid as well as help to remodel the heart to 
improve its function.  Patients who continue not to do well on ACE Inhibitor 
or ARB are often switched to ARNI.   
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Possible Side Effects: 
 
All medications in this pathway lower blood pressure. If you feel weak or 
dizzy when taking one of these medications, talk with your doctor. If you 
take this medication only once a day, it is best to take it in the evening.  
Always sit at the side of the bed for a minute before standing up.   Never 
change your position quickly! 


 
All medications in this pathway may cause problems with your kidneys and 
the potassium level in your blood.  Your blood will be checked after starting 
these medications and after each dose change. 
 
Swelling of the lips and throat is a very rare but serious sign.  If it happens, 
go to the nearest Emergency Department right away. 
 
Cough is a side effect of only ACE Inhibitor.   


 
 
 
2. Beta-Blockers 


 
Generic Name    Brand Name 
Carvedilol     Coreg 
Metoprolol     Lopresor 
Bisoprolol     Monocor 


  
Beta-blockers block the effect of certain hormones and nerve signals in 
your body. When these are blocked, the arteries relax and your heartbeat 
slows down.  Research has shown that Beta-blockers can improve how 
your heart functions and help you to feel better and live longer. 


 
 
Possible Side Effects: 
 
Some people notice that they feel dizzy and tired when they first start to 
use Beta-blockers. These side effects often go away and do not prevent 
you from being able to use a Beta-blocker. Your symptoms of heart failure 
may improve in 2 to 3 months after starting Beta-blockers. 
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Sometimes, these drugs can slow the heart rate too much (less than 50 
beats per minute). Talk to your doctor if you start to feel weakness or 
dizziness.  
 
If you have asthma, make sure your physician is aware of this because  
Beta-blockers may make your asthma worse. 


 
 
 


3. Aldosterone Antagonists 
 
Generic Name    Brand Name 
Spironolactone    Aldactone 
Eplerenone     Inspra 


 
In heart failure, the body produces too much of the hormone “aldosterone”. 
This hormone damages the heart further and prevents the normal removal 
of salt and water from the body. Aldosterone antagonists block the effects 
of aldosterone on the heart, kidneys and other organs.   


 
***You may have been told that these medications are “water pills”. These 
medications are not used as “water pills”.  If you are asked to adjust your 
water pill according to your weight, do not adjust your spironolactone or 
eplerenone. 


 
Possible Side Effects: 


 
Aldosterone antagonists can sometimes raise the level of potassium in your 
blood. You may not need to take a potassium supplement while you are 
taking these medications.  Your doctor will have your blood checked 
sometimes to make sure your potassium level is normal. 


 
These drugs may also affect the balance between male and female 
hormones. Occasionally, men will notice some enlargement of their 
breasts. The breasts may also become slightly painful. If this problem 
occurs, let your doctor know. 
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4. Sodium Glucose Co-Transporter (SGLT-2) Inhibitors 
 
This group of medications are traditionally used for diabetic patients.  
However, studies have found that they help with heart failure patients as 
well, likely by taking water and sugar out of your body.  Even in patients 
without diabetes, these “diabetic” pills have been found to be beneficial.  
They do not cause diabetes or cause low blood sugars by being on them.   


 
Generic Name    Brand Name 
Empaglifozin     Jardiance 
Dapaglifozin     Forxiga 
Canaglifozin     Invokana 


 
Possible Side Effects: 
 
The most common side effect to these medications is dehydration.  Watch 
for signs of this when you first start the medication.  It is common to urinate 
more frequently after starting these medications but when you find you are 
extremely thirsty and lightheaded, please contact your prescriber.   
 
In the long term, these medications help your kidneys but when you first 
start them, they might temporarily worsen your kidneys.  Your kidney level 
will be checked after you start these medications.  Other common side 
effects are urinary tract infections and yeast infections. 


 
 
 
5. Diuretics (“Water Pill”) 


 
Generic Name    Brand Name 
Furosemide     Lasix 
Metolazone     Zaroxolyn 


 
These drugs help to reduce the amount of fluid in your body.  Diuretics 
prevent or reduce the swelling, shortness of breath and bloating that comes 
with heart failure.  They help the heart by lessening the amount of fluid it 
must pump around your body.  The kidneys get rid of this extra fluid. This 
means that you will produce more urine and need to urinate more often.   
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Furosemide (Lasix) is the most common diuretic used to treat heart failure.  
Sometimes a higher dose of this medication will no longer work on its own. 
Your doctor may decide to add metolazone (Zaroxolyn) to help your body 
get rid of more fluid if that happens. 
 
Your doctor or nurse may decide that you can take an extra dose of diuretic 
if your weight goes up suddenly.  They will explain exactly when you should 
take the extra dose.  Also, if you experience flu like symptoms (nausea, 
vomiting or diarrhea) call your doctor to discuss if you should change your 
daily diuretic dose. 


 
Possible Side Effects: 
 
Some water pills cause you to lose potassium through your urine. Close 
monitoring of your blood work will help your doctor know if you need more 
potassium. If you are taking a diuretic like furosemide, your blood needs to 
be checked periodically to make sure your potassium level is normal. 
Some symptoms of low potassium include: 


 Leg cramps 


 Dry mouth and increased thirst 


 Unusual tiredness or fatigue 


 Dizziness 
 
Eating foods that are high in potassium can help.  Bananas, cantaloupe 
and oranges are all high in potassium.  Some people may also need to take 
potassium supplements or pills.   


 
 
 
7. Ivabradine (Lancora) 
 
Ivabradine is an inhibitor of the fuzzy channel in the conduction system of 
our heart.  This decreases the heart rate to allow the heart time to relax, 
which is helpful for the heart to heal.    


 
Possible Side Effects: 
 
These drugs can slow the heart rate too much (less than 50 beats per 
minute). Talk to your doctor if you start to feel weakness or dizziness.  
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7. Digoxin (Toloxin)  
 
Digoxin strengthens the heart muscle so that the heart can pump more 
blood with each heartbeat. This medication improves the symptoms of 
heart failure when used with other heart failure medication. 


   
Possible Side Effects: 
 
If too much Digoxin builds up in your blood, it can cause some problems, 
such as: 
 


 Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea, 


 Blurred vision 


 Loss of appetite or a bad taste in your mouth 


 Skipped heart beats or palpitations 
 
If you notice any or all of these symptoms call your doctor. Be sure to take 
your Digoxin only as your doctor has ordered. 


 
 
 
7. Vasodilators and Nitrates (Hydralazine/Isordil) 
 
Vasodilators such as Hydralazine and nitrates such as Isordil are 
sometimes used when patients cannot take an ACE inhibitor or an ARB.  It 
causes blood vessels to relax, which eases the work of the heart.   
 
These medications need to be taken several times a day.  Try to make a 
schedule so that you don’t miss doses.  It may help to take each dose with 
a meal to help you remember.   
 


Possible Side Effects: 
 
This combination of medication may cause headaches, especially right 
after you start taking them.  The headaches will get better over time as you 
get used to the medication.  Taking a medication, such as, acetaminophen 
(Tylenol) can help.  Talk to your pharmacist or doctor about the right dose 
for you. 
Other side effects include dizziness, nausea and vomiting. 







© 2009 Content reproduced with the permission of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada. 
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS: Keys to Managing Heart Failure 
 


 
  


 
 


   
 


  
 


  
 


  
 


  
 


  
 


  
 


 
 


  


WEIGH yourself each morning. 
 


Eat a balanced DIET (with no added salt, low fat, low 
cholesterol and reduced amounts of sugar). 
 


Be smoke free. 
 


Take MEDICATIONS as prescribed, even when feeling well.  
Know the names, dose, frequency, side effects and reason 
why each one has been prescribed. 


REPORT any side effects or problems with your medications. 


Report any SYMPTOMS of increased heart failure: shortness of 
breath, ankle swelling, abdominal swelling, fatigue, confusion or 
weight gain. 


Be PHYSICALLY ACTIVE. 


Plan ACTIVITIES for the day: include periods for rest; think about 
special events or extra demands coming up so you can conserve 
energy for these. 


Modify your plans for the WEATHER conditions (extremes in  
heat or cold). 


CHECK your mental health: stress level, tension and anxiety.  
Plan and use relaxation techniques. 
 


CELEBRATE your success. 



http://www.heartandstroke.ca/
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Weight Record for the Month of 
_______________________________ 
 


Date Time Weight Dose of water 
pill taken 


Notes: are your 
symptoms troublesome? 
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Weight Record for the Month of 
________________________________ 
 


Date Time Weight Dose of water 
pill taken 


Notes: are your 
symptoms troublesome? 
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Heart Failure Zones 
 


Which Heart Failure Zone are you in today? 


What you need to do EVERYDAY: 


• Weigh yourself in the morning after using the bathroom and before breakfast. Write it down 


on your weight record and compare it to yesterday’s weight. 


• Take your medicine as prescribed. 


• Check for swelling in your feet, ankles, legs and stomach. 


• Eat low salt food. 


• Balance activity and rest periods. 
 


Discharge Weight: ____________       First weight (target) at home: _____________   
Doctor’s Name: ______________________    Doctor’s Phone: ________________ 


RED ZONE 


 


EMERGENCY:  
If you have: 


 shortness of breath at rest or with simple 


activity 


 chest pain or discomfort 


 an Internal Cardiac Defibrillator (ICD) and you 


are shocked more than once 


What to do: 


 Have someone drive 


you to the local 


Emergency Department 


or call 911. 


 Do NOT drive yourself. 


CAUTION – This zone is a warning.  
If you: 


 have a weight gain of 3 pounds in 1 day OR a 


weight gain of 5 pounds or more in 1 week 


 have more shortness of breath than usual, 


especially while lying down 


 have more swelling of your feet, ankles, legs or 


stomach than usual 


 are feeling more tired than usual 


 have a new or increased cough (especially 


when lying down) 


 feel dizzy 


 are feeling uneasy, something is not right 


What to do: 


 Call your doctor or call 


the Heart Function Clinic 


(for nurses’ teaching) 


 Adjust your dose of 


furosemide if you were 


taught how to adjust it to 


meet your target weight.  


 


YELLOW 
ZONE 


 
 


 


ALL CLEAR – This zone is your goal! 
Your symptoms are under control if: 
✓ You have NO shortness of breath. 
✓ You have NOT gained more than 2 pounds of 


weight today. 
✓ There is NO change in the swelling in your 


feet, ankles, legs or stomach. 
✓ You do NOT have chest pain. 
 


What to do: 
• Keep up the good 


work! 
Continue to: 


• Weigh yourself every 
day 


• Take your medicine 


• Monitor your fluid 
intake 


• Eat a low salt diet 
 


GREEN 
ZONE 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 







 


 


 


 


St. Mary’s General Hospital
 


911 Queen’s Blvd.
 


Kitchener, ON, Canada
 


N2M 1B2
 


Tel: 519.744.3311
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519.749.6426
 


Email: admin@smgh.ca
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drop program nygh_admit_date_time_st go
create program nygh_admit_date_time_st
 
/*Variables*/
declare admit_details = vc with Protect
 
 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 1"
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
DECLARE  SCRIPT_VERSION  =  VC  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( " " )
DECLARE  AUTH  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
DECLARE  MODIFIED  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
SET  AUTH  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "AUTH" )
SET  MODIFIED  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "MODIFIED" )
 
/*Main Query*/ 
SELECT  INTO  "nl:"
   e.reg_dt_tm
 
from encounter e
 
where e.encntr_id = REQUEST -> VISIT [ 1 ]-> ENCNTR_ID
and e.active_ind = 1
and e.end_effective_dt_tm > cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and e.beg_effective_dt_tm < cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
 
 
 
head report
     admit_details = trim(format(e.reg_dt_tm, "MM/DD/YY HH:MM;;q"))
 
 
WITH NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, time = 300
 
 
/**********Output Section**********/
 
SET  enc_type = CONCAT ( RHEAD,WR,"Admit Date/Time: ",admit_details, REOL )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , enc_type )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
SET  REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
#EXIT_SCRIPT
 
 
 END GO



drop program nygh_age_st go
create program nygh_age_st

/*Variables*/ 
declare age = vc with Protect
 
 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 1"
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
DECLARE  SCRIPT_VERSION  =  VC  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( " " )
DECLARE  AUTH  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
DECLARE  MODIFIED  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
SET  AUTH  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "AUTH" )
SET  MODIFIED  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "MODIFIED" )
 
/*Main Query*/ 
 SELECT  INTO  "nl:"
  cnvtage(p.birth_dt_tm)
 
from person p
 
where p.person_id = REQUEST -> PERSON [ 1 ]-> PERSON_ID
and p.end_effective_dt_tm > cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and p.beg_effective_dt_tm < cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and p.active_ind = 1

  
head report
     age = cnvtage(p.birth_dt_tm)
 WITH NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, time = 300
 
/**********Output Section**********/
 
SET  age = CONCAT ( RHEAD,WR,"Age: ",age, REOL )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , age )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
SET  REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
#EXIT_SCRIPT
 
 END GO



drop program nygh_attending_doc_st go
create program nygh_attending_doc_st
 
prompt
	"Output to File/Printer/MINE" = "MINE"   ;* Enter or select the printer or file name to send this report to.
 
with OUTDEV

/**************************************************************
; DVDev DECLARED VARIABLES
**************************************************************/
 declare ATTENDINGPHYSICIAN_VAR = f8 with Constant(uar_get_code_by("MEANING",333,"ATTENDDOC")),protect
declare mrp = vc
 SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 "
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
/*Main Query*/
SELECT INTO "NL:"
	E.REG_DT_TM
	, PR_POSITION_DISP = UAR_GET_CODE_DISPLAY(PR.POSITION_CD)
	, attending = substring(1, 40, PR.NAME_FULL_FORMATTED)
 
FROM
	ENCOUNTER   E
	, ( Left join ENCNTR_PRSNL_RELTN   EP ON (ep.encntr_id = e.encntr_id and ep.encntr_prsnl_r_cd =  ATTENDINGPHYSICIAN_VAR
	and ep.active_ind = 1 and ep.beg_effective_dt_tm <= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
	and ep.end_effective_dt_tm >= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3) ))
	, (Left join PRSNL   PR ON (pr.person_id = ep.prsnl_person_id and pr.active_ind = 1  ))
 
plan e
where e.encntr_id = REQUEST ->VISIT[ 1 ]->ENCNTR_ID
and e.reg_dt_tm <= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and e.end_effective_dt_tm >= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
 
join ep
 
join pr
 
 
ORDER BY
	E.REG_DT_TM   DESC
 
Head Page
if (attending != null)
   mrp = attending
   mrp = CONCAT ("Attending Provider: ", mrp)
   else
   mrp = CONCAT ("Attending Provider: ")
endif
 
foot page
REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , mrp)
row + 0
 
WITH MAXREC = 100, NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, TIME = 30
 
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT )
SET  REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
 
end
go



drop program nygh_enc_type_st go
create program nygh_enc_type_st
 
/*Variables*/
declare FINNBR_VAR = f8 with Constant(uar_get_code_by("MEANING",319,"FIN NBR")),protect; may need to update this line with the correct code value
declare enc_type = vc with Protect
 
 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 1"
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
DECLARE  SCRIPT_VERSION  =  VC  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( " " )
DECLARE  AUTH  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
DECLARE  MODIFIED  =  F8  WITH  PUBLIC , NOCONSTANT ( 0.0 )
SET  AUTH  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "AUTH" )
SET  MODIFIED  =  UAR_GET_CODE_BY ( "MEANING" ,  8 ,  "MODIFIED" )
 
/*Main Query*/ 
SELECT  INTO  "nl:"
   e.encntr_type_cd
 
from encounter e
 
where e.encntr_id = REQUEST -> VISIT [ 1 ]-> ENCNTR_ID
and e.active_ind = 1
and e.end_effective_dt_tm > cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and e.beg_effective_dt_tm < cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)

 
head report
     enc_type = trim(uar_get_code_display(e.encntr_type_cd))
 
 
WITH NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, time = 300
  
/**********Output Section**********/
 
SET  enc_type = CONCAT ( RHEAD,WR,"Encounter Type: ",enc_type, REOL )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , enc_type )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
SET  REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
#EXIT_SCRIPT
 
 
 END GO



drop program nygh_famdoc_st go
create program nygh_famdoc_st
 
prompt
	"Output to File/Printer/MINE" = "MINE"   ;* Enter or select the printer or file name to send this report to.
 
with OUTDEV
 
/**************************************************************
; DVDev DECLARED VARIABLES
**************************************************************/
declare FAMILYPHYSICIAN_VAR = f8 with Constant(uar_get_code_by("MEANING",331,"FAMILYDOC")),protect
declare famdoc = vc with Protect
 
 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 1"
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
       /*Main Query*/ 
SELECT INTO  "nl:"
	P.UPDT_DT_TM
	, PR.NAME_FULL_FORMATTED
 
FROM
 
	 PERSON_PRSNL_RELTN   P
	, PRSNL   PR
 
 
plan p
where p.person_id = REQUEST -> PERSON [ 1 ]-> PERSON_ID
and p.active_ind = 1
and p.beg_effective_dt_tm <= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and p.end_effective_dt_tm >= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and p.person_prsnl_r_cd = FAMILYPHYSICIAN_VAR
 
join pr
where pr.person_id = p.prsnl_person_id
and p.active_ind = 1
 
ORDER BY
	P.UPDT_DT_TM   DESC
 
head report
    famdoc = trim(PR.NAME_FULL_FORMATTED)
 
WITH MAXREC = 10000, NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, TIME = 10
 
/**********Output Section**********/
SET  famdoc = CONCAT ( RHEAD,WR,"Family Physician: ",famdoc, REOL )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , famdoc )
SET  REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
SET  REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
 
end
go



drop program nygh_resus_status_st go
create program nygh_resus_status_st
 
prompt
	"Output to File/Printer/MINE" = "MINE"   ;* Enter or select the printer or file name to send this report to.
 
with OUTDEV

/*Variables*/ 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 "
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
declare display = vc
declare RESUSCITATIONSTATUS_VAR = f8 with Constant(uar_get_code_by("DISPLAYKEY",200,"RESUSCITATIONSTATUS")),protect
 
/*Main Query*/ 
SELECT INTO "nl:"
	status_dt = FORMAT(oa.action_dt_tm, "DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM")
	, ORD_STATUS = UAR_GET_CODE_DISPLAY(O.ORDER_STATUS_CD)
	, ord_name = substring(1, 23,O.ORDER_MNEMONIC)
	, details = o.clinical_display_line
 
FROM
	ENCOUNTER   E
	, (left JOIN ORDERS O ON (o.encntr_id = e.encntr_id and o.active_ind = 1
       and o.catalog_cd = RESUSCITATIONSTATUS_VAR; update with correct catalog value
       and O.ORIG_ORD_AS_FLAG = 0
       and O.TEMPLATE_ORDER_FLAG in (0,1)))
	, (Left JOIN order_action oa ON (oa.order_id = o.order_id))
 
Plan E
where e.encntr_id =  REQUEST ->VISIT[ 1 ]->ENCNTR_ID
 
Join O
Join OA
 
ORDER BY
	o.order_id   DESC
	, o.orig_order_dt_tm   DESC
	, oa.action_dt_tm   DESC
 
Head Report
 
If (o.order_id > 0)
 
 display = concat(RHEAD, WB, " Resuscitation Status: ", WR, details)
 
 REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT (REPLY -> TEXT , display)
 REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
 REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
 
Endif
  
Foot report
row + 0
 
WITH MAXREC = 1000, NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, TIME = 40
  
end
go



drop program nygh_woundcare_dresschange_st go
create program nygh_woundcare_dresschange_st
 
prompt
	"Output to File/Printer/MINE" = "MINE"   ;* Enter or select the printer or file name to send this report to.
 
with OUTDEV
 
SET  RHEAD  =
 "{\rtf1\ansi \deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss Arial;}}{\colortbl;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green255\blue255;}\deftab1134"
SET  RH2R  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2B  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2BU  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2U  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \u \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  RH2I  =  "\plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 \pard\sl0 "
SET  REOL  =  "\par "
SET  RTAB  =  "\tab "
SET  WR  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \cb2 "
SET  WB  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \cb2 "
SET  WU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \ul \cb2 "
SET  WI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \cb2 "
SET  WBI  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \i \cb2 "
SET  WIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \i \ul \cb2 "
SET  WBIU  =  " \plain \f0 \fs18 \b \ul \i \cb2 "
SET  RTFEOF  =  "}"
 
/**************************************************************
; DVDev DECLARED VARIABLES
**************************************************************/
declare WOUNDCAREDRESSINGCHANGE_VAR = f8 with Constant(uar_get_code_by("DISPLAYKEY",200,"WOUNDCAREDRESSINGCHANGE")),protect; update with correct catalog term
Declare disdetail = vc
declare final_comment = vc
declare ORD_DETAIL = VC

/*Main Query*/
SELECT INTO "NL:"
	CATALOG_DISP = UAR_GET_CODE_DISPLAY(O.CATALOG_CD)
	, O.ORDER_ID
	, O_ORDER_STATUS_DISP = UAR_GET_CODE_DISPLAY(O.ORDER_STATUS_CD)
	, ord_details = substring(1,300,O.CLINICAL_DISPLAY_LINE)
	, comment = L.LONG_TEXT
	, instructions = od.oe_field_display_value
	, instruct = od.oe_field_display_value
 
FROM
	ENCOUNTER   E
	, (Left JOIN ORDERS O ON (o.encntr_id = e.encntr_id and o.active_ind = 1 and o.catalog_cd = WOUNDCAREDRESSINGCHANGE_VAR
	 and o.order_status_cd = 2095.00))
	, (Left JOIN ORDER_DETAIL OD ON (od.order_id = o.order_id and od.oe_field_meaning = "SPECINX"))
	, (Left JOIN ORDER_COMMENT OC ON (oc.order_id = o.order_id ))
	, (left JOIN LONG_TEXT L ON (l.long_text_id = oc.long_text_id and l.parent_entity_name = "ORDER_COMMENT" ))
 
Plan e
where e.encntr_id =  REQUEST ->VISIT[ 1 ]->ENCNTR_ID
and e.beg_effective_dt_tm <= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and e.end_effective_dt_tm >= cnvtdatetime(curdate,curtime3)
and e.active_ind = 1
 
Join O
Join OD
Join OC
Join L
 
ORDER BY
	o.order_id
	, oc.updt_dt_tm   DESC
 
Head Page
disdetail = concat(RHEAD)
row + 0
 
 
Head o.order_id
 
if (CATALOG_DISP != null)
 
 ORD_DETAIL = replace (ord_details, instruct , " ", 0)
 
 disdetail = concat(disdetail, WB, " Order Name: ", WR, CATALOG_DISP, REOL, WB, "Order Details: ", WR, ORD_DETAIL )
 
     if(instructions != null)
     disdetail = concat(disdetail, REOL)
     disdetail = concat(disdetail, WB, " Special Instructions: ", WR, instructions)
     endif
 
  if(comment != null)
  final_comment = replace (comment, concat(char(13),char(10)), REOL ,0)
  disdetail = concat( disdetail, REOL)
  disdetail = Concat(disdetail, WB, " Comments: ", WR,  final_comment)
  endif
  disdetail = concat( disdetail, REOL, REOL)
 
endif
row + 1
 
 
detail
row + 0
 
 
Foot o.order_id
row + 1
 
 
Foot page
REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT , disdetail)
REPLY -> TEXT  =  CONCAT ( REPLY -> TEXT ,  RTFEOF )
REPLY -> STATUS_DATA -> STATUS  =  "S"
row + 0
 
WITH MAXREC = 1000, NOCOUNTER, SEPARATOR=" ", FORMAT, TIME = 40
 
 end
go




